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PRINGLE JOINS MUSSATTO
TAKES CAMPAIGN DONATIONS
FROM DEVELOPERS
NORTH VANCOUVER - Mayoralty candidate George Pringle posted a $1,000
campaign donation from Onni / RPMG yesterday.
When the ‘Morris for Mayor’ campaign was asked to provide an opinion on Pringles
decision to accept developer donations, Morris replied:
“ I’m not surprised that George is accepting money from developers. That rumour
has been on the street for a week. The scuttlebutt is that Darrell provided him
with a list of developer names and addresses. I was told that George was directed
to write to that list of developers, asking each for a donation, and cheques would
begin arriving. Apparently George sent out letters sometime last week asking
each of the developers on that list for a donation. Voila, $1,000 from Onni, and
likely a lot more to come.”
When Morris was asked why he thought Mussatto would ask his developer friends to
provide George Pringle’s campaign with donation monies, Morris responded:
“ It makes perfect sense. Darrell is worried that the ‘Morris for Mayor’ campaign
is gaining steam and he’s decided to arrange some financial support for George
so he has a better chance to split the vote. I expected this. I think the theory is
proven out by the fact Onni is funding both Darrell’s campaign and George’s for
the same Mayoral seat, albeit at dramatically different values. Why would anyone
do that if they wanted Darrell to win, unless of course they were worried that the
incumbent was in trouble. Split the challengers vote and you might change the
outcome.”
When Morris was asked what he planned to do about this new development, he replied:
“ As they say in the business, I’m going to stick to my knitting. Keep pushing the
issues and stay out of the games. These guys are going to get a lot more
underhanded before this thing is over, but by focusing all eyes on the issues, I
think City residents will see through these games and pick a candidate who is
focused on making our community a better place to live and work. Although I am
thankful that they’re both out of the closet and we now know that they’re both
working together as part of the same ‘Mussatto Nation’.”
For more information on this story call Kerry Morris, Candidate for Mayor, CNV.
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